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Executive Summary
The community of Barrio Logan has long been adversely impacted by incompatible land use issues
which create an unhealthy mix of heavy industrial uses in close proximity to residential uses.
Contributing to theses impacts are the heavy duty vehicles traveling throughout the community which
are primarily traveling to and from the Port of San Diego Tenth Avenue Terminal. The daily travel of
these vehicles blanket the community with diesel particulate matter, noise and safety concerns that
negatively impact the quality of life for residents. Proactive policies should be enacted to reduce these
impacts in order to create a safe place to live work and play in Barrio Logan.
Currently, there are no clear policies mitigating heavy duty vehicle traffic in the City of San Diego.
There is a lack of policy protecting community health from the impacts of this vehicle traffic. Missing in
city policy are designated truck routes and prohibitions which keep heavy duty trucks from accessing
certain streets. Other cities which face impacts of Port traffic have clear policies addressing not only
streets on which heavy duty vehicles are banned, but also delineating approved truck routes within
City boundaries. The Barrio Logan community deserves these types of policies in order to protect the
health of the residents and overall community. Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) believes that it is
essential to close these gaps in policy as soon as possible, particularly with the expected increase in
vehicle traffic that will result from the approved expansion of the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal.
Policies addressing heavy duty vehicles in communities are nothing new or innovative, in fact there are
several case studies in the Port cities of Long Beach, Los Angeles and Oakland which provide great
examples of working models. Some local cities have also addressed concerns of heavy duty vehicles
through municipal ordinances including Chula Vista, National City and Solana Beach. Best practices in
the aforementioned cities provide potential solutions to the problem of heavy duty vehicle traffic in
Barrio Logan. EHC proposes that a solution to the problem includes a city ordinance which designates
heavy duty vehicle truck routes as well as a detailed list of streets, where these heavy duty vehicles
would be banned. In addition, it is strongly recommended that any such policy also include clear and
significant enforcement methods and measures.
We call on the San Diego City Council to create a Barrio Logan Clean Air and Safe Streets Ordinance
for District 8 which will provide a cleaner, safer and positive impact on the quality of life for Barrio
Logan residents. Barrio Logan faces unique challenges dealing with the current mixed land use of
industry, commercial and residential and all of the implications that these uses have on community
health. We must work to create innovative methods to address these challenges and respond to the
needs of residents.
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Problem
Daily, Barrio Logan residents are exposed to the negative impacts of commercial and industrial uses
throughout the Barrio. The impact of heavy duty vehicles has become a common nuisance for
residents of the community. An outdated community plan along with feeble policies currently allow
for the travel of heavy duty vehicles through sensitive land use areas such as residential and school
zones surrounding the Perkins Elementary School area. For this policy analysis, we will use the term
“Heavy Duty Vehicles” to refer to vehicles weighing in excess of 5 tons.
With the expansion of the maritime and industrial uses in the 1950’s, heavy duty vehicles have become
commonplace in the community of Barrio Logan, as have adverse impacts on the quality of life of
residents. The proximity of the Port of San Diego and many industrial uses throughout Barrio Logan
have exposed residents to the impacts of poor air quality, noise and industry related risks. While these
facilities create persistent and daily truck traffic, it is imperative that we enact policies to protect the
community from the impacts of these vehicles. Furthermore, any proposed policies should be forward
thinking as the future expansion of the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal will undoubtedly bring further
heavy duty vehicle traffic into the community.
Policy Changes
EHC proposes a Barrio Logan Clean Air and Safe Streets Ordinance for the community of Barrio Logan.
The Ordinance should contain three policies that address the impacts of heavy duty vehicles in the
community. The purpose of the policies is to curtail the current volume of heavy duty trucks travelling
in close proximity to sensitive land uses such as homes and schools. The recommended policies are:
1. Truck Routes should be established and properly delineated on major commercial corridors
only in Barrio Logan in order to provide safer and more efficient routes for operators and
commercial vehicles.
2. Delineation of specific streets that ban trucks weighing over 5 tons in Barrio Logan. This
provision would expand the named streets in the Commercial Vehicle Prohibition of 2005.
3. A clear path for enforcement including fines and penalties.
Enacting these recommendations into policy will constitute a big step towards the mitigation the truck
impacts in the community. Expanding the current routes, creating truck route and proper enforcement
are efforts that we see as crucial to protect residents from the impacts of pollution, noise, and overall
safety concerns from heavy duty vehicles traveling through the community.
Current Conditions
In 2005, the San Diego City Council approved a Commercial Vehicle Prohibition Resolution (R-300288)
which authorized the prohibition of commercial vehicles on designated city streets. This resolution has
assisted in the routing of commercial vehicles through Barrio Logan by restricting access to vehicles
over 5 tons to specific streets within the community. Currently, signs marking prohibition of these
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vehicles are present on the designated streets. There are also signs posted at the northbound and
southbound Cesar Chavez Blvd freeway exits on the Interstate 5 freeway. Additionally, there are
streets that restrict 1-ton commercial vehicle access in Barrio Logan. While these are beneficial to the
community, there are still daily violations which go unnoticed -- pointing to a lack of enforcement of
the current resolution.
The Commercial Vehicle Resolution has helped reduce the impact of trucks within residential areas.
However, it has become apparent to residents that the number of prohibited streets must be
expanded, especially those that are located adjacent to sensitive areas near schools, senior residential
living locations, and residential uses. Streets that were not included in the 2005 Resolution are
currently facing high volumes of truck traffic, bringing harmful diesel exhaust, noise, and safety issues
that negatively impact the overall quality of life for residents exposed to these hazards. Boston
Avenue, which is zoned Exclusively Residential, is a prime example of a residential community which
faces the daily struggles of truck traffic in their community.
Future Implications
With current conditions already creating impacts in the community, future proposed projects at the
TAMT will further exacerbate health and safety impacts due to the increase in the daily truck traffic.
Average daily trips from TAMT in 2013-2014 were estimated at 36,000 round trips per year. By the
year 2035, the average daily trips are estimated to increase to approximately 140,400 round trips per
year.1
Research
In order to assess the impacts of current and future truck traffic within the community of Barrio Logan,
members of the community have been conducting research in order to quantify data which documents
the current conditions for residents in Barrio Logan. In addition to this community based research, the
Port of San Diego has also conducted impact studies of heavy duty vehicles entering and leaving the
Port Terminal.
1. Community Based Research
EHC has worked with Barrio Logan residents to assess the problem. EHC designed a
study using community based research methods to quantify data which depict the
impacts of heavy duty vehicles in the community. Barrio Logan residents were trained
in research design and data collection and have been collecting survey data through
truck counts as well estimates of particulate matter counts. Future community studies
will include measuring the indoor and outdoor air quality in Barrio Logan homes.
2. The Port of San Diego Studies
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Chen Ryan, Associates: Transportation Impact Analysis: Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal Redevelopment Plan (June 22,
2016) Appendix G (Linscott Law & Greenspan, 2017)
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Port of San Diego staff have also conducted studies to understand the impacts of
commercial vehicles leaving and entering the Port. Consultants were hired by the Port of
San Diego to quantify the compliance of Port trucks with the Port recommended Truck
Route (Appendix A), which avoided prohibited streets.
EHC Community Based Research
Methods
EHC worked with community residents to conduct field research at residential streets not identified in
the City Commercial Vehicle Resolution (R-300288). Residents collected data during designated times
of the day documenting truck counts in order to quantify the volume of heavy duty vehicles traveling
through residential streets during the day. In concurrence with the vehicle counts, residents also
collected data on axle sizes of these vehicles, data which helps identify not only the size of the vehicles,
but the potential weight traveling through these residential areas. Additionally, devices to measure
ultrafine particulate matter were used during the surveys to understand the amount of diesel
particulates that residents are exposed to as vehicles drive through.
Data Collection
The community survey area was the Boston Ave corridor due to the reports by residents of high
volumes of truck traffic through Boston Ave and adjacent streets (See: Image 1). Residents further
identified key days of the week and hours in which truck traffic is at its peak. Residents observed the
highest volume of truck traffic on Tuesday’s and Thursdays during the week during peak morning hours
between 7:00am – 12:00pm and peak afternoon hours from 12:00pm – 4:00pm. In order to create a
baseline for the survey, data was collected during “low” traffic circulation periods as well.
Environmental Health Coalition staff tabulated the data and analyzed the results.
Survey Area
Zoned as “Exclusively Residential”

Image 1: Community Survey Area

The survey team included community members and EHC staff. During the data collection period, a
member of the survey team acted as a recorder, documenting the vehicle counts along with license
plates and trucking company information. Identifiable visual markings located on the vehicle such as
trucking company name or cargo type were also recorded (See: Table 2). Other variables recorded
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included: time of vehicle crossing, direction of vehicle, air humidity, ambient temperature as well as
wind speed and direction. Data was collected during 13 discreet time periods totaling 20 hours.
Findings
The data collected provides clear documentation of a high volume of heavy-duty truck traffic through
the Boston Avenue Corridor. Table 1 below, highlights six separate surveys on which peak traffic was
observed (See: Table 1). These findings indicate that there are as many as 59 trucks per hour on
Boston Avenue. Additionally, the research team also observed heavy duty vehicles as they detoured
from the suggested port suggested truck route by entering 29th Street from Main street in order to
access the Southbound 5 Freeway. This displays evidence of lack of enforcement as heavy duty vehicles
traveling beyond the Boston Avenue Corridor and into adjacent streets of the residential area.
Date

Weekday

Total Survey Hours

HDV’s Per/Hour

7/27/2017
7/27/2017
7/20/2017
9/12/2017
7/20/2017

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday

1
1
1
1
1

59
44
39
31
27

Table 1: Boston Avenue Survey: Heavy Duty Vehicle Counts

Further findings indicate a wide variety of heavy duty vehicle uses and types traveling on Boston Ave
and adjacent streets (Table: 2). During a one-hour survey period, a total of 31 heavy duty vehicles
were observed traveling on Boston Avenue. The uses identified ranged from refrigerator transport to
heavy duty hauling vehicles. The use-type helps identify the possible source of the transporting
vehicle. Dole and cement vehicles, for example, are directly linked to the Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal. A large portion of the heavy duty hauling vehicles observed during this survey period were
recorded leaving the recycling facility on 32nd Street, indicated by the transport, trucking and recycling
tags in the table.

Two-Axel Truck
Date
9/12/2017 Camacho
Afrias Asphalt

Three-Axel Truck
Cement

Four-Axel
Truck
Unidentified

Three-Axel
TractorSemitrailor
Combination
Unidentified

Five-Axel Tractor-Semitrailor Combination

Dole

Coastal Distributions

Cement

Recycling

Fuel

AMG Demolition

Sherwin Williams

Coastal transport

Liberty Transportation

7-Up Truck

Dole

Coca Cola

PPT Transport

STI Delivers

Caltude Trucking

STI Delivers

Fuel

US Allied Logistics

Vuletich Trucking

Direct Transport

Dole

Fuel

SDS Transport

Cement

Mohsen Transportation

Professional Auto Transport
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Table 2: Vehicle Type Recorded by Axel and Distinguishing Factors

AIR QUALITY

Community surveys included sampling of the air quality on Boston Avenue through the use of a P-TRAK
Ultrafine Particle Counter. This instrument is capable of measuring ultrafine particulate levels (smaller
than one micrometer); particles in this size range can penetrate deeply into the lungs. Heavy duty
vehicles traveling through Barrio Logan, in large part, are running diesel combustion engines and thus a
significant source of diesel particulate matter, including particles in the ultrafine size range, in the
community. Diesel particulate matter is of concern due to the elevated risk of lung cancer and other
adverse health impacts associated with exposure to diesel particulates. Research suggests that diesel
exhaust inhalation promotes oxidative stress that can be directly associated with adverse
cardiovascular effects. Controlled exposure studies to diesel exhaust demonstrated alterations in
blood pressure, heart rate, vascular tone and plaque stability.2
The graph below illustrates findings taken from a one-hour survey session with a baseline particulate
matter count of 16,000 ultrafine particles/cm3. The data depicts clear spikes in particulate matter - as
high as 50,000 ultrafine particles/cm3. Spikes as these in the data correlate with moments when heavy
duty vehicles where passing through the survey area. These findings show a clear health hazard from
exposure to heavy duty vehicles to residents on Boston Avenue.

Average

2

Wilson Simon J., Miller Mark R., and Newby David E.. Antioxidants & Redox Signaling. July 2017
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Graph 1: P-TRAK Particulate Count Data.

The Port of San Diego: Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal Truck Routing Studies
Methods
The Port of San Diego conducted two traffic studies in order to assess the trucks entering and leaving
the Port and their impact in Barrio Logan. The Port of San Diego provides a recommended truck route
to heavy duty vehicle operators entering and leaving the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal facility. The
study sought out to see if vehicles were following this recommended path.3 Both of these studies were
conducted during peak morning and afternoon hours from 7:00am – 9:00am and then from 1:00pm –
5:00pm. During these counts, there were recorders collecting information on those vehicles leaving
the Port as well as recorders outside of the recommended truck route documenting license plate
numbers and vehicle information. Important to note in this study is the documented suggested “truck
route” provided by the Port of San Diego as shown in Appendix 1 below.

Findings
Both of the studies from the Port
of San Diego show heavy duty
trucks leaving the suggested truck
routes and driving through streets
that are currently found in the
banned Commercial Vehicle
Resolution list. During the first
study, it was found that 10% of
trucks that were leaving the Port
terminal, were found driving on
prohibited streets thus violating
the current Commercial Vehicle
Prohibition Resolution (R-300288).
During the second study, 15% of
Port vehicles were found to be in
violation, amounting to 36 large
axel commercial vehicles directly
on Main Street in close proximity
to residential areas (See Table 3).

Table 3: Port of San Diego Truck Study.

Results/Findings
Community Based research and the Port of San Diego Study provide clear evidence for adoption of
policies to reduce the impacts of heavy duty vehicle traffic within Barrio Logan. Both studies suggest
3

Linscott Law & Greenspan, Engineers: Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal Truck Routing Study (April 7, 2017)
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that heavy duty vehicle traffic originates or has a point of destination at a variety of businesses
throughout Barrio Logan. This further stresses the importance of creating a clear truck route for
operators of heavy duty vehicles enforcing a consistent and safe path through Barrio Logan. We will
next examine best practices for both truck routes and enforcement policies.
Best Practices – Policies
There are several examples of policy measures in place throughout California which provide a
foundation for the recommended Clean Air and Safe Streets Ordinance. Models from cities with
comparable truck impacts include Long Beach, Los Angeles and Oakland. As comparable Port cities,
these provide examples of ways to mitigate the impacts of heavy duty vehicles. Locally, examples of
truck policies can also be found in National City, City of Chula Vista and Solana Beach.
Truck Routes/Truck Prohibition
The Cities of Long Beach, Los Angeles and Oakland provide in depth documentation which outlines
truck prohibited streets as well as delineates designated truck routes throughout the municipalities
(See Appendices, B, C D). The City of Oakland has by far the most in depth procedures for addressing
truck prohibited streets and the use of truck routes. A link to their Municipal Code can be found here.
The City of Oakland also has produced an interactive web map which clearly illustrates the banned
streets and approved truck routes.
Local examples include the City of Chula Vista, which includes a Chapter in City Municipal Code
dedicated to Truck Routes. The City of Chula Vista appears to be explicit in the language concerning
heavy duty vehicle prohibition and compliance. The code states that, “…it is unlawful to operate a
vehicle weighing in excess of 10,000 pounds except on a truck route designated within the City limits.”
As a good measure for implementation of truck routes, Chula Vista displays these policies through
visible street signage. Street signs indicating prohibited use of streets also includes language regarding
fines for violators. A link to Chula Vista Municipal Code can be found here.
Enforcement and Penalties
Enacting a Clean Air and Safe Streets Ordinance for Barrio Logan, allows for the opportunity to provide
language in the Municipal Code which clearly defines violations and their subsequent penalties. The
examples cited above, show possible best practices in delineating truck routes within city boundaries
but this cannot stop here. Enforcement of truck routes are important to the proper application of a
truck route and street prohibition. Recommendations include expanding the authority of who can cite
and enforce the truck routes. The City of Solana Beach, for example, expanded the powers of those
who could issue citations to Code Enforcement Officers. Innovations in technology can also be used as
is done in the Port of Oakland. Heavy duty vehicles leaving the Port of Oakland have an RFID tracker
placed on their vehicle which tracks those violating the designated truck routes. Additionally,
expansion of the Commercial Enforcement Division of the San Diego Police Department will be
beneficial to the enforcement and proper application of the truck routes.
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Policy Recommendations
Truck Route
The image below depicts the recommended truck routes. Truck routes would use Harbor Drive as the
main throughway. Heavy duty vehicles accessing 5 North would do so using 28th Street, while those
accessing 5 South would travel south on Harbor Drive and enter at Civic Center Avenue. Additionally,
those traveling towards 15 North would access via 32nd Street.

Image 2: Recommended Truck Routes in Barrio Logan

Barrio Logan Clean Air and Safe Streets Ordinance
1. Creation and Implementation of an Approved Truck Route in District 8
a. Development of District 8 approved truck routes for heavy duty vehicles through processes

involving community input, Port of San Diego, traffic engineering and traffic studies
b. Creation and maintenance of a web map available through the City of San Diego web site

for accessibility to truck routes
10

c. Collaboration with city traffic engineers to erect visible wayfinding signs for drivers to easily

recognize the truck route and areas where heavy duty vehicle traffic is prohibited
d. Collaboration with city traffic engineers for Traffic Light Synchronization on Harbor

Boulevard to ease traffic flow
e. Continual outreach and orientation about Truck Routes to local businesses in Barrio Logan
2. Amendment of the Commercial Vehicle Prohibition Resolution (R-300288) to Include the

Following Streets in Barrio Logan:
Boston Ave from 29th Street to 32nd Street
Main Street from 28th Street to 32nd Street
29th from Main Street to Boston Avenue
30th from Main Street to Boston Avenue
31st from Main Street to Boston Avenue
Sigsbee Street from Logan Avenue to Harbor Drive
Beardsley Street from Newton Avenue to Harbor Drive
Main Street to Cesar Chavez Parkway
3. Clear Path Towards Enforcement Through Penalties and/or Fines
a. Include clear language in the ordinance which makes is unlawful to operate heavy duty
vehicles on streets other than the approved truck route
b. Expand upon who has the power to enforce the Ordinance to:
i. Code Enforcement
ii. Parking Enforcement
iii. RFID Tracking System
iv. Community Reporting through the City of San Diego’s - “Get it Done App”
c. Expand ways to identify heavy duty vehicles such as by axel size
d. Deter violations by including language on street signs on Truck Routes and Prohibited

Streets to include fines for violation
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Barrio Logan Clean Air and Safe Streets
Ordinance
Recommended Policies


Creation and Implementation of a Truck Route in Barrio Logan which serves the purpose of
protecting both residents and commercial vehicle operators.



Amendment of the Commercial Vehicle Prohibited Resolution in Barrio Logan to include streets
located near sensitive land uses such as residential, schools and senior residences.



Clear path for enforcement including fines and penalties.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
LONG BEACH MUNICIPAL CODE
CHAPTER 10.40 - TRUCK ROUTES
10.40.010 - Establishment.
A. Whenever any provision of this Title designates and describes any street or portion thereof as a truck route, the Traffic
Engineer is authorized to designate such street or streets by appropriate signs.
B.

When any such truck route or routes are established and designated by appropriate signs, no operator of a commercial
vehicle, as defined in California Vehicle Code Section 260, Subd. (a), exceeding a maximum unladen weight, as that term
is defined in California Vehicle Code Sections 660 and 661, of three (3) tons shall operate or park, and no vehicle for hire
or advertised for hire shall park, along any other route or routes. This Section shall not apply to pickup trucks as that
term is defined in California Vehicle Code Section 471. Nothing in this Section shall prohibit such vehicle from coming
from a truck route having ingress and egress by direct route to and from restricted streets when necessary for the
purpose of making pickups or deliveries of goods, wares and merchandise from or to any building or structure located
on such restricted streets, or the immediate loading and unloading of passengers, or from parking in designated areas
such as taxi zones or bus zones, or for the purpose of delivering materials to be used in the actual and bona fide repair,
alteration, remodeling or construction of any building or structure upon such restricted streets.

C.

The provisions of this Section shall not apply to passenger buses under the jurisdiction of the public utilities commission;
or any vehicle owned by a public utility while necessarily in use in the construction, installation or repair of any public
utility; or trucks used for the transportation of explosives.

D.

Those streets and portions of streets described in Section 10.40.030 are declared to be truck routes for the movement
of commercial vehicles exceeding a maximum gross weight of three (3) tons.

(ORD-09-0006, § 1, 2009; ORD-07-0042 § 1, 2007; prior code § 3410.116)
10.40.020 - Truck routes for transportation of explosives.
In accordance with the provisions of Section 31614 of the California Vehicle Code, no person shall operate any vehicle
transporting explosives over any roadway in the City other than those designated by the Traffic Engineer or those for which
a special permit has been approved by the Chief of the Fire Department of the City.
(Prior code § 3410.118)
10.40.030 - Enumerated.
A. For the purpose of Section 10.40.010, the following streets, and portions of streets, are truck routes:
1.

Anaheim Street, from the west City limits to the Long Beach Freeway;

2.

Bellflower Boulevard, from Pacific Coast Highway to the north City limits at Del Amo Boulevard;

3.

Carson Street, from Cherry Avenue to the San Gabriel River, excluding those portions outside the City;

4.

Cherry Avenue, from the north City limits to the northerly boundary of the City of Signal Hill, and from the southerly
boundary of the City of Signal Hill to Pacific Coast Highway;

5.

Lakewood Boulevard, from the north City limits to Los Alamitos Traffic Circle;

6.

Long Beach Boulevard, from the north City limits to Ocean Boulevard;

7.

Ninth Street, from its westerly terminus to Long Beach Freeway;

8.

Norwalk Boulevard, from the north City limits to the south City limits;
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9.

Pacific Coast Highway, from the west City limits to the east City limits;

10. Paramount Boulevard, from the north City limits to South Street;
11. Santa Fe Avenue, from the Pacific Coast Highway to Ninth Street;
12. Seaside Boulevard, from the west City limits to Ocean Boulevard;
13. Seventh Street from Pacific Coast Highway to the east City limits;
14. South Street, from Cherry Avenue to the east City limits;
15. Spring Street, from Long Beach Boulevard to the westerly boundary of the City of Signal Hill, and from the easterly
boundary of the City of Signal Hill to the east City limits;
16. Willow Street, from the west City limits to the Terminal Island Freeway, and from the Long Beach Freeway to the
I-405 Freeway;
17. Those roads within the Harbor District specified in Resolution No. HD-946 of the Board of Harbor Commissioners.
(Ord. C-7037 § 1, 1992: Ord. C-6527 § 1, 1988; Ord. C-5822 §§ 1, 2, 1982; Ord. C-5806 § 1, 1982; Ord. C-5748 § 2, 1981; Ord.
C-5638 § 2 (part), 1980; Ord. C-5546 § 2, 1979; Ord. C-5519 § 1, 1979; Ord. C-5359 § 1, 1977; Ord. C-5268 § 1 (part), 1976;
prior code § 3410.125)
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Appendix C
LOS ANGELES MUNICIPAL CODE
SEC. 80.36.1. Restricted Use of Certain Streets.
(a)
It shall be unlawful, when authorized signs are in place giving notice thereof, to drive, propel, or cause to be driven
or propelled, any vehicle exceeding a maximum gross weight of 6,000 pounds on any of the streets or portions of streets set
forth in Subsection (d) of this section.
(b)
When it has been determined by the Department that continued use of any street, or portion thereof, by vehicles
over 6,000 pounds gross weight would cause traffic congestion, create a hazard to life or property, or detrimentally
affect public welfare, and when alternate routes are available, the Department is hereby authorized to erect upon such
street or portions thereof, signs prohibiting such vehicles, provided, however, that such authority shall not extend to
major or secondary highways, as defined by Section 18.01 of this Code, other than those major or secondary highways, or
portions thereof, specified in Subsection (d) of this section provided, however, that no vehicle used for round-trip sightseeing tour service vehicle, as defined by the Public Utilities Commission, namely round-trip travel in the same vehicle with
guide service for an informational purpose, in excess of 6,000 pounds gross weight, shall use any street other than a
major or secondary highway, as defined by Section 18.01 of this Code, despite any lack of such determination by the
Department, and any erection of signs, as hereinabove described, so long as appropriate notice of the restriction is given in
compliance with Vehicle Code Section 35701(b). (Amended by Ord. No. 158,564, Eff. 1/22/84, Oper. 2/28/84.)
(c)

Exceptions. The provisions of this section shall not apply to any of the following:

1.

Emergency vehicles.

2.
Vehicles owned by or under contract to a public utility while necessarily in use in the construction, installation or
repair of such public utility. (Amended by Ord. No. 111,402, Eff. 7/11/58.)
3.
Vehicles subject to the provisions of Section 1031 - 1036 of the Public Utilities Code of the State of California which
vehicle has received a Certificate from the Public Utilities Commission of the State declaring that the public necessity and
convenience require the operation of such vehicle provided that the certificate specifically authorizes that vehicle to be
operated in the City of Los Angeles for the purpose authorized in said certificate. This exemption shall not apply to vehicles
operated as a round-trip sight-seeing tour service as defined by the Public Utilities Commission. This exemption shall apply
only if a copy of the Certificate and a description of the routes to be used in the City are filed with the Department at least
two
(2) days prior to the operation of any vehicle claimed to be exempt is to be operated in the City. The Department may
require any exempt operator to display on the exempt vehicle a placard or device issued by him which identifies the vehicle
as exempt and such placard or device shall be displayed as required by the Department at all times while the vehicle is
traveling in the City. (Amended by Ord. No. 158,564, Eff. 1/22/84, Oper. 2/28/84.)
4.
Commercial vehicles coming from an unrestricted street having ingress or egress by direct route to and from such
restricted streets when necessary for the purpose of making pickups or deliveries of goods, wares and merchandise from
or to any building or structure located on such restricted streets, or for the purpose of delivering materials to be used in
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the actual and bona fide repair, alteration, remodeling or construction of any building or structure upon such restricted
street for which a building permit has previously been obtained; and
5.
Passenger vehicles operated, engaged, and used for the sole and exclusive purpose of picking up or discharging a
passenger or passengers at any origin or destination of such passenger or passengers on any street designated by the
Department pursuant to Subdivision (b) above or (d) below. This exemption shall not apply to vehicles operated as a roundtrip sight-seeing tour service as defined by the Public Utilities Commission. (Amended by Ord. No. 158,564, Eff. 1/22/84,
Oper. 2/28/84.)
6.
Commercial vehicles owned by or under contract to electronic media companies licensed by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) that contain equipment for the purpose of transmitting audio and video images,
including satellite dishes and mast mounted microwave transmitters, are exempt from the 6,000 pound maximum gross
weight prohibition on the streets listed in Subsection (d) of this section, provided that such vehicles do not exceed a
maximum gross weight of 10,000 pounds and are used in connection with the gathering or reporting of news. This
exemption only applies to the streets listed in Subsection (d) and no other City streets where an authorized sign is in place
prohibiting any vehicle exceeding a maximum gross weight of 6,000 pounds to drive, propel or cause to be driven or
propelled on the street. (Added by Ord. No. 182,984, Eff. 5/28/14.)
(d)
The Department is hereby authorized to erect signs prohibiting vehicles over 6.000 pounds’ gross weight upon
those major or secondary highways or portions thereof, specified in this subsection.
A
(Amended by Ord. No. 167,097, Eff. 8/17/91.)
Airport Boulevard between La Tijera Boulevard and 74th Street
Alla Road between Culver Boulevard and Maxella Avenue.
Anaheim Street from Eubank Avenue to Figueroa Street.
Arbor Vitae Street between Airport Boulevard and Lilienthal Avenue.
Avalon Boulevard from 'B' Street to the City of Carson boundary.
Avenue 60 between Monterey Road and the City limits easterly of Oak Hill Avenue. Avenue of the Stars between Santa
Monica Boulevard and Pico Boulevard.
B
(Amended by Ord. No. 161,201, Eff. 6/14/86.)
Balboa Boulevard between Balboa Boulevard (Connector road to San Fernando Road) and Rinaldi Street.
Beverly Glen Boulevard between Mulholland Drive and Ventura Boulevard.
Beverly Glen Boulevard between Pico Boulevard and Sunset Boulevard.
Burbank Boulevard from Vineland Avenue to Lankershim Boulevard.
C
(Amended by Ord. No. 175,131, Eff. 5/4/03.)
Center Street from Commercial Street to Ramirez Street.
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Chatsworth Street between De Soto Avenue and Topanga Canyon Boulevard. Coldwater Canyon Avenue between Ventura
Boulevard and Mulholland Drive. Colfax Avenue from Victory Boulevard to Ventura Boulevard.
Collis Avenue between Huntington Drive and the City limits northerly of Coleman Avenue. Culver Boulevard from Vista Del
Mar to the City line near Nicholson Street.
D
(Added by Ord. No. 153,629, Eff. 5/19/80.)
Division Street between El Paso Drive and San Fernando Road.
E
Eighth Avenue between Hyde Park Boulevard and Slauson Avenue.
Eighth Avenue between 67th Street and 76th Street.
Encinitas Avenue between Bledsoe Street and Roxford Street.
G
(Added by Ord. No. 165,681, Eff. 5/12/90.)
Gage Avenue between Figueroa Street and Normandie Avenue.
H
Hauser Boulevard between Venice Boulevard and Jefferson Boulevard.
Highland Avenue between Melrose Avenue and La Brea Avenue.
I
Idaho Avenue between Bundy Drive and Centinela Avenue.
Inglewood Boulevard between Navy Street and National Boulevard.
L
(Added by Ord. No. 171,729, Eff. 10/18/97.)
La Tuna Canyon Road between the Foothill Freeway (Route 210) eastbound off-ramp and Sunland Boulevard.
M
(Added by Ord. No. 167,603, Eff. 3/27/92.)
Manchester Avenue between Lincoln Boulevard and Pershing Drive.
Manning Avenue between Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard.
Manning Avenue between the Santa Monica Freeway on-ramp south of Manning Court and National Boulevard.
Moorpark Street between Vineland Avenue and Tyrone Avenue.
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N
National Boulevard between Overland Avenue and Westwood Boulevard.
Ninth Avenue between Exposition Boulevard and Mont Clair Street.
Ninety-sixth Street between Airport Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard.
O
(Amended by Ord. No. 183,348, Eff. 2/7/15.)
One Hundred Thirty-fifth Street between Vermont Avenue and Estrella Avenue.
Oro Vista Avenue between Big Tujunga Canyon Road and Foothill Boulevard.
Overland Avenue between Pico Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard.
P
(Added by Ord. No. 167,603, Eff. 3/27/92.)
Pershing Drive between Manchester Avenue and a point 500 feet southerly of Waterview Street.
Paxton Street between Sharp Avenue and Vena Avenue.
Pershing Drive between Manchester Avenue and a point 500 feet southerly of Waterview Street.
Pershing Drive from Cabora Drive to Manchester Avenue.
S
(Amended by Ord. No. 173,406, Eff. 8/25/00.)
Sixth Street between Vermont Avenue and Fairfax Avenue.
Seventh Street between Boyle Avenue and Soto Street.
San Fernando Mission Boulevard between Balboa Boulevard and Reseda Boulevard.
South Breed Street between Whittier Boulevard and Seventh Street.
Sunset Boulevard between the city limits of Beverly Hills and Pacific Coast Highway.
T
Tyrone Avenue between Moorpark Street and Ventura Boulevard.
V
(Amended by Ord. No. 160,461, Eff. 11/28/85.)
Veteran Avenue between Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard
Vineland Avenue from Camarillo Street to Burbank Boulevard.
Vista Del Mar from Culver Boulevard to Imperial Highway.
W
(Amended by Ord. No. 171,651, 8/7/97.)
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West Channel Road between Pacific Coast Highway and Lower Mesa Road.
Wilmington Boulevard from 'C’ Street to the City of Carson boundary.
Wilshire Boulevard between Veteran Avenue and the City limits of the City of Beverly Hills.
Y
(Added by Ord. No. 153,354, Eff. 3/2/80.)
Yarnell Street between Bradley Avenue and Foothill Boulevard.
Z
(Added by Ord. No. 167,430, Eff. 1/6/92.)
Zelzah Avenue between Rinaldi and Chatsworth Streets.
(e)
It is unlawful and constitutes an infraction for any person to violate this section. Every person convicted of an
infraction for a violation of this section shall be punishable as follows: (Added by Ord. No. 177,324, Eff. 3/18/06.)
1.

By a fine not exceeding $100;

2.
For a second infraction occurring within one year of a prior infraction, which resulted in a conviction, a fine not
exceeding $200;
3.
For a third or any subsequent infraction occurring within one year of two or more prior infractions, which resulted
in convictions, a fine not exceeding $250.
(f)
Any violation of this section that would otherwise be an infraction shall be a misdemeanor if a defendant has been
convicted of three or more violations of the California Vehicle Code (except for violations by pedestrians), or this section, or
both, within the 12- month period immediately preceding the commission of the offense and those prior convictions are
admitted by the defendant or alleged in the accusatory pleadings. For this purpose, a bail forfeiture shall be deemed to be a
conviction of the offense charged. (Added by Ord. No. 177,324, Eff. 3/18/06.)
(g)
Every person convicted of a misdemeanor for a violation of this section shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding
$1,000 or by imprisonment in the County jail for a period not exceeding six months, or by both a fine and imprisonment.
(Added by Ord. No. 177,324, Eff. 3/18/06.)
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